[Formation of plastic connections of the visual system during ontogenesis of the rabbit].
Analysis of evoked potentials and unit activity in the visual cortical projection area of rabbits revealed a definite succession of forming of interneuronal connections in ontogeny. In early postnatal period, the neuronal reactions were characterized by stable responses with one excitatory phase corresponding to initially negative surface evoked potential. Similarity of reactions of neurones situated in the same vertical column was observed and explained by functioning of a system of rigid connections of the thalamic relay nuclei afferents with cortical pyramidal neurones. Beginning from the third week of postnatal life of rabbits the neuronal reactions assumed a distinctly expressed phasic character, and variability of responses was seen along the vertical line. The changes revealed correlated with formation of a system of interneurones providing a possibility of plastic neuronal interaction. A study of the influence of preliminary cortical stimulation of the associative areas showed that intercentral cooperation mediated by cortical interneurones providing a systemic analysis of visual information began to form from the third week of postnatal life and reached the definitive level at later stages of development.